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ABSTRACT: This project aims to increase home security construction of a low-cost system that monitors garage doors and transmits their status to a receiver conveniently located inside the user’s home. This allows the user to monitor their garage doors from the comfort of inside their home without having to step outside and look at the garage. The receiver includes a screen for displaying system information and LEDs for easy viewing of garage door status from a distance. The system has sufficient range to place the receiver anywhere in the House while still providing accurate garage door status. This project aims to increase home security doing this simple, inexpensive system that is sufficient for the average household.
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INTRODUCTION:
Radiofrequency identification, or RFID, is an interesting technology that has grown in popularity in recent years. It creates the possibility of marking something with a very small passive chip which then allows the remote reading of information on that chip. RFID tags are commonly used for magnetic door security cards, lost animal identification, and, more recently, near field communication on smartphones. In this tutorial, I’ll walk you through some basics of how RFID works, describe a few different types of RFID and show how an RFID garage door opener can be built. If the code matches, the opener increments its counter just above the corresponding code and opens the door. In addition to using remote controls, some users mount keypads in front of their garages that synchronize in the same way with door openers; these keypads broadcast a code when a user correctly enters a numeric password.

The easiest way for attackers to open a rolling code garage door opener is to sync it with a new remote. Replacement remotes are available at almost any hardware store and only take a few minutes to sync in the garage. An equally simple option is to attack the keyboard while spying on the user or to infer. Brutally force the code. A third option is a physical attack. Most door openers include an emergency release cord just inside the door. If an attacker can slide a metal hook over the door and lock onto that rope, a skilled tugboat can unlock the door. The last option for attacking traditional openers is to attack the rolling code mechanism itself. Many scientists have evolved over the last decade methods to derive a KeeLoq key giving access to a synchronized and functional remote control. A simpler but less effective approach is sniffing the code from the remote control pressing the "Open" button outside the range of the opener, then using that code before the owner do not go back to the door.

The House, all of these attacks, require close proximity to the garage or remote and are difficult enough that virtually any intruder would rather smash a window, force a door open, or pick a lock.
Checking as many codes as possible helps to ensure that the remote control and opener do not lose synchronization when a user presses the button outside the reception area of the opener.

Different working mechanism:

Openers and The Keypad:

The automatic garage door opener allows the door to be opened and closed with no effort other than the push of a button, which means you can open the door from the comfort of your car.

One downside to these openers is that some brands can use the same frequency. Therefore, if your neighbour has the same system as you, he may be able to open your garage door with his remote control. Fortunately, you can adjust the frequency of the garage door opener inside the garage.

In most cases, owners also have a keypad, which can be used to open the door. This keyboard resides outside the home, so you need to make sure you choose a unique code: random numbers instead of your address, date of birth, etc.

PROPOSED WORKING MECHANISM:

Openers and the Internet of Things:

Internet exposure of garage door openers could make them such easy targets as to be a real one risk. What if an attacker could indefinitely send open commands to any opener. And if once an email account is hacked, the hacker has a clear path to find the user's home address and credentials to open this user's garage? What if an attacker managed to download an entire database?

User credentials for IoT openers? Either of these possibilities would make home intrusions so easy.

As inevitable. We are starting to see this development with cars that use Bluetooth dongles.
It became so easy and cheap to seize some that insurers began to demand additional security measures.

**WORKING MECHANISM:**

The IoT industry has made it clear that having a central service serving as a clearinghouse for authentication, authorization, and commands is a necessity, and it's easy to see why: it frees them from configuring home routers, configuring dynamic DNS when client IP addresses change or have access to all relevant user data when it is unavoidable technical support calls arrive. The problem is, the cloud service opens another attack surface, and a big one: instead of having to hack a single IoT opening at a time, attackers can try to hack them through the cloud service. There is one point in failure for authentication, integrity and availability.

1. Run pin 4 of the Arduino to pin 3 of the messenger race. When pulled high, it will provide enough current to close the exchange rate.
2. Run relay pin 7 to ground.
3. Add the diode between pins 3 and 7 with the paint stripe towards pin 3 of the relay.
Open Garage door:

Most garage door openers work very simply, opening when they have a closed contact. When you press the button on the wall, you close the contact. On my garage door opener, I have bollards where the button wires are connected. You can see the terminals highlighted here:

1. Hook up Pins 1 and 9 from the relay on the breadboard to the terminals on the garage door opener.
2. Wave your RFID tag near the antenna.
3. Watch the door open.
Fig7: The garage door opener.

The RFID Reader Setup:

Using the RFID reader datasheet or instructions, connect the power, ground, serial, and antenna pins. Below is the pinout diagram of the drive I have. We use Arduino pins 2 and 3 for serial communication with the RFID card so that we can leave pins 0 and 1 as the console output.

```cpp
void setup () { 
    Serial.begin (9600); // connect to serial port
}

void loop () { 
    byte i = 0 ; 
    byte val = 0 ; 
    byte code [i] ; 
    byte checksum = 0 ;
```
byte byteread = 0;
byte temp byte = 0;

if (serial.available() > 0) {
    if ((val = serial.read(1)) == 2) // check for header
        bytesread = 0;

    while (bytesread < 12) // read 10 digit code + 2-digit check sum
        if (serial.available() > 0)
            val = serial.read();

    if ((val == 0x0D || (val == 0x0A) || (val == 0x03) || (val == 0x02))
        break; // if header or stop bytes before 10 digits reading // stop reading

    // DO ASCII/Hex conversion:
    if ((val >= '0') && (val <= '9')) (val = val - '0')
    else if ((val >= 'A') && (val <= 'F')) (val = 10 + val - 'A')

    // Every two hex-digits, add byte to code:
    if (bytestread % 2 == 1)
// Make some space for this hex-digit by.
// Shifting the previous hex-digit with 4 bits to the left's
Code [by testRead >> 1] = (val 1 (tempByte <= 4));

if (testRead >> 1 == 1) // if we're at checksum byte,
    checksum ^= Code [by testRead >> 1]; // Calculate the checksum...
y =

else {
    tempByte = val; // store the first hex digit first...
y =
    by Testread ++; // Ready to read next digit
} y

// Output to Serial:
if (by Testread == 12) // if 12 digit read is complete
    Serial.print("5-byte code:");

for (i = 0; i < 5; i++)
    if (Code [i] < 16) Serial.print("0");
    Serial.print(Code [i], HEX);
Serial.println;
First, the RFID reader card reads the tag and transmits the code to the Arduino. The Arduino then reads the serial connection code and compares it to a list of authorized RFID codes. If the tag is on the allowed list, the Arduino will put a pin high to provide 5V to close a relay. When the relay closes, it connects the signalling contact terminals of the garage door. Then the garage door opens.

**Fig8:** The code for RFIDuino

**Results:**

First, the RFID reader card reads the tag and transmits the code to the Arduino. The Arduino then reads the serial connection code and compares it to a list of authorized RFID codes. If the tag is on the allowed list, the Arduino will put a pin high to provide 5V to close a relay. When the relay closes, it connects the signalling contact terminals of the garage door. Then the garage door opens.
Make it Permanent:

1. Mount the antenna where it can read the tag through the door or wall. RFID can pass.
2. Solid objects so that the antenna can be hidden behind the garage wall depending on the material.
3. To find one place to read the label. Transfer the circuit to a preboard and solder the permanent solution.
4. Place the project in a box and mount it in your garage.

CONCLUSION:
The formats and frequencies of RFID chips vary considerably. There is a whole alphabet of types. Many smartphones read NFC and MIFARE formats.

There are several types of RFID. Some labels may have a small amount of written data that can be read later. Others are so sophisticated that they require the reader to point to an encryption key before the tag can decode and return its content.

In this project, I will be using an RFID tag and an Arduino to open the garage door when the authorized tag is detected. Using a low-level RFID component is quite a complicated task, so we are using a connection board that does the low-level reading and transmits the tag code through serial pins.

This is how most RFID patch plates work. This tutorial uses one of those breakout boards.

The relay to the breadboard. The two internal pins run the electromagnet that will close the relay. You can see how in the diagram below, the current through pins 3 to 7 will affect the relay.

Most garage door openers work very simply by opening when they have a closed contact. If you press a button on the wall, make contact. In my garage door opener, I have terminals where the button wires are connected.

If you press a button on the wall, you will lose contact. In my garage door opener, I have terminals where the button wires are connected.

For this project, however, we are going to use the EM4100 125K wagon type chip. This type of RFID uses cheap readers and tags.
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